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3-73. In this lesson, you looked for ways to convert between equivalent forms of fractions, decimals,  

and percents.  Using the portions web, write the other forms of the number for each of the given 

portions below.  Show your work so that a team member could understand your 

process.  Homework Help ✎  

a. Write  as a decimal, as a percent, and with words/picture.  

b. Write 0.30 as a fraction, as a percent, and with words/picture.    

c. Write 85% as a fraction, as a decimal, and with words/picture.  

d. Write one and twenty-three hundredths as a percent, as a decimal, and as a fraction.  

3-74. Maya and Logan each made up a “Guess my Decimal”game just for you.  

Use their clues to determine the number.  Homework Help ✎  

a. Maya gives you this clue: “The decimal I am thinking of is 3 tenths greater than 80%.  What is 

my decimal?”  Show your work.  

b. Logan continues the game with this clue: “My decimal is 3 hundredths less than 3 

tenths.”  Use pictures and/or words to show your thinking.  

3-75. Amanda and Jimmy have jobs as dog walkers.  Examine the graph 

at right and answer the following questions.  Homework Help ✎ 

a. Who has more hours of dog walking?  How do you know? 

b. Who has earned the least amount of money?  How do you 

know? 

c. Are both students earning the same amount of money per 

hour?  Show your work to justify your answer. 
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3-76. Preston picked five playing cards and got a 2, 3, 6, 5, and 1.  Homework Help ✎  

a. What two-digit and three-digit numbers could he create that would have the greatest sum?  Is 

there more than one possibility?  What is that sum?  

b. What two-digit and three-digit numbers could he create that would have the smallest sum?  Is 

there more than one possibility?  What is that sum?  

3-77. Use the Distributive Property to rewrite each product below. Simplify your answer.   

Homework Help ✎  

a. 28 · 63 b. 17(59) c. 458(15) 
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